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Lesson One

FOCUS:
Biography

Examining an author’s life can inform and expand the reader’s 
understanding of a novel. Biographical criticism is the practice of analyzing 
a literary work through the lens of an author’s experience. In this lesson, 
explore the author’s life to understand the novel more fully.

Rudolfo Anaya was raised on the edge of the New Mexican plains, 
surrounded by gullies, hills, and mesquite and juniper trees. He spent 
summers playing along the river and the rest of the year studying at a 
school in town. Anaya grew up with his sisters. Three older brothers fought 
overseas in World War II. His father worked on ranches as a cowboy, or 
vaquero, while his mother stayed home to raise the family. They moved to 
the barrios of Albuquerque when Anaya was a teenager. There, he began to 
explore the pueblos and understand his Native American roots. 

Growing up as a Mexican-American in the 1940s and 1950s, Anaya reflects 
the multicultural and spiritual heritage of New Mexico. He says: 

We believe the region is a spiritual corridor; the earth nurtures us, and our deities 
can be invoked for the good of the community. Here, Native Americans have 
been saying prayers and keeping the world in balance for thousands of years. 
It’s difficult to make a living here, but beneath the daily struggle there exists a 
fulfilling spiritual sense. This is a sacred space for us.

Discussion Activities
Listen to the Audio Guide and read Anaya’s interview in the Reader’s Guide. Have each 
student recall one interesting thing he or she heard on the Audio Guide or read in the 
interview and then explain why that detail or statement captured his or her attention. Then 
have the class collaborate to create a biographical portrait of Anaya. What do we know 
about him? What kind of man is he? What are the most important events in his life? How 
might they have motivated him?

Writing Exercise
Show students images of the New Mexican landscape. Have students write a poem or a 
paragraph that captures and describes the emotional tone of this landscape. What kind of 
place does it appear to be? How does the viewer feel while looking at the photograph?

Homework
Read Chapters Uno and Dos. What do Antonio’s dreams reveal about his personality, his 
fears, and his desires? 

 

http://neabigread.org/books/blessmeultima/media/
http://neabigread.org/books/blessmeultima/readers-guide/about-the-author/#interview
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Lesson Two

FOCUS: 
Culture and
History

Cultural and historical contexts give birth to the dilemmas and themes at 
the center of the novel. Studying these contexts and appreciating intricate 
details of the time and place help readers understand the motivations of the 
characters. 

Bless Me, Ultima embraces myths from New Mexican cultures. The novel 
presents myths, magic, and miracles on many levels, drawn from Spanish 
and Catholic traditions, as well as from the native peoples who lived in New 
Mexico long before the conquistadors and Catholic priests arrived from 
Europe. The survival of these myths from various traditions testifies to New 
Mexico’s multicultural heritage, borne out of long struggles among disparate 
peoples who fought for centuries over land, religion, and sovereignty. 

At the end of World War II, America modernized rapidly and the vaquero 
culture began to disappear. Mass production drew rural people away from 
farming to jobs in the cities. The G.I. Bill offered promise of social and 
geographic mobility by providing college education and housing to returning 
soldiers. Yet post-war America was also full of threats. The Cold War 
intensified between the United States and the Soviet Union, as a nuclear 
arms race escalated international tensions. New Mexico served as a testing 
and development site for these weapons, shrouded in mystery and secrecy. 
Like much of the rest of America, New Mexicans struggled to retain cultural 
traditions while meeting the demands of post-World War II society. 

 

Discussion Activities
What is a curandera, and what is her role in the pueblo communities of New Mexico?  
How does this approach to healing compare with your beliefs about illness and healing? 

Distribute Handout One: New Mexican Catholicism and Handout Three: The Land of 
Enchantment. Ask the students to discuss the history of New Mexico as one of both  
cultural conflict and cultural exchange. Where do the religious beliefs of Catholic  
explorers and Native Americans overlap? Where do they diverge? 

Writing Exercise
Have students identify important myths in their own cultures, either local or national. Invite 
them to write an essay that recounts a myth in their own words, and then discuss what 
religious or cultural values the myth addresses. Why is this story useful or meaningful in 
their culture? 

Homework
Read Chapters Tres, Cuatro, and Cinco. Why does Antonio’s uncle say that there is hope for 
the young protagonist? 
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The narrator tells the story with a specific perspective informed by his or 
her beliefs and experiences. Narrators can be major or minor characters, 
or exist outside the story altogether. The narrator weaves her or his point 
of view, including ignorance and bias, into telling the tale. A first-person 
narrator participates in the events of the novel, using “I.” A distanced 
narrator, often not a character, is removed from the action of the story 
and uses the third person (he, she, and they). The distanced narrator may 
be omniscient, able to read the minds of all the characters, or limited, 
describing only certain characters’ thoughts and feelings. Ultimately, the 
type of narrator determines the point of view from which the story is told.

Bless Me, Ultima is narrated by Antonio from the first-person point of 
view. We see and experience all the novel’s events through Antonio’s eyes. 
Antonio is very young when the story opens, only six years old. His point of 
view remains limited because he does not fully understand much about the 
world, especially why people act as they do. Antonio’s narration is at times 
observant and at times perplexed about what he sees and hears. He narrates 
the novel in English and Spanish, moving between the two languages while 
discovering his multicultural identity. He learns about the spirituality of 
Catholicism from his mother and the spirituality of nature from Ultima. 
He inherits the dream of freedom from his father and brothers. His point 
of view and narration move among these influences, which sometimes 
conflict. 

Discussion Activities 
Ask students to consider the following questions: As he tells the story, how does Antonio 
make sense of the conflicts he encounters? Does he seem to prefer the world and 
viewpoint of his mother and her brothers, his father and the vaqueros, Ultima, or some 
other influence? What about each of these points of view appeals to Antonio, makes him 
feel curious, excited, or secure? Which of these influences seems dominant in his eyes? 
What things in particular are confusing from Antonio’s point of view, either for him or for the 
reader? 

Writing Exercise 
Write a paragraph that compares and contrasts Antonio’s life inside the house (with his 
mother and Ultima) to the life he lives outside the house (first introduced on the riverbank 
in Chapter Dos), and later at his uncle’s. How, if at all, do these two worlds overlap or 
intersect? 

Homework
Read Chapters Seis, Siete, Ocho, and Nueve. Ask the students to think about the role of 
religion in their lives, or in the lives of people to whom they are close. How do God and 
morality shape Antonio? How does our sense of God and belief in what is right and wrong 
shape who we are? 

3
Lesson Three

FOCUS:
Narrative and 
Point of View 
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The central character in a work of literature is called the protagonist. The 
protagonist usually initiates the main action of the story and often overcomes 
a flaw, such as weakness or ignorance, to achieve a new understanding by the 
work’s end. A protagonist who acts with great honor or courage may be called 
a hero. An antihero is a protagonist lacking these qualities. Instead of being 
dignified, brave, idealistic, or purposeful, the antihero may be cowardly, self-
interested, or weak. The protagonist’s journey is enriched by encounters with 
characters who hold differing beliefs. One such character type, a foil, has traits 
that contrast with the protagonist’s and highlight important features of the main 
character’s personality. The most important foil, the antagonist, opposes the 
protagonist, barring or complicating his or her success.

The first chapter of Bless Me, Ultima sets up the friction between Antonio’s 
mother’s priorities in life and his father’s priorities. We expect that the novel will 
require Antonio to choose between these two ways of life. The first chapter 
introduces Ultima to the family and her influence on Antonio’s life. 

Ultima’s magic and her natural healing stand as an antagonist to Antonio’s faith 
in the church and the sovereign power of priests. Narciso models a certain kind 
of heroism for Antonio, although he is not respected because of his drinking. 
When Tenorio asserts himself as Ultima’s enemy, his vow of revenge establishes a 
new antagonist for Antonio, who fervently defends Ultima’s magic. 

Discussion Activities
What does Antonio learn from his brothers and the boys at school about how to become a 
man? Why might they be incomplete models for him? 

Distribute Handout Two: The Spanish Language and the Magic of Words. Have the class 
discuss the use of Spanish in the novel as it reveals important information about certain 
characters, and the ability of Antonio’s character to communicate with these different 
voices. Why is Antonio so intimidated by English at school? How does language shape 
identity in this book? 

Writing Exercise
Early in the novel, Ultima tells Antonio: “The ways of men are strange, and hard to learn.” 
Ask students to choose one of the characters from the novel and write a paragraph about 
the character that illustrates what Ultima might mean. How are the ways of men “strange,” 
and why are they hard to learn? 

Describe someone in your life who has influenced your beliefs. How do the ideas of this 
person work with, or conflict with, the influences of other people in your life? How do you 
reconcile any conflicts among these influences? 

Homework
Read Chapter Diez. What do you think of Ultima’s cure? 

4
Lesson Four

FOCUS:
Characters
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Lesson Five

FOCUS:
Figurative 
Language

Writers use figurative language such as imagery, similes, and metaphors 
to help the reader visualize and experience events and emotions in a story. 
Imagery—a word or phrase that refers to sensory experience (sight, sound, 
smell, touch, or taste)—helps create a physical experience for the reader and 
adds immediacy to literary language. 

Sometimes Anaya describes nature as beautiful and benevolent, while 
at other times it is frightening and dangerous. This language can 
reflect a character’s mood or foreshadow events. Anaya especially 
favors personification, which occurs when a writer attributes a human 
characteristic to a concept or object: 

[Ultima] taught me to listen to the mystery of the groaning earth and to feel 
complete in the fulfillment of its time. My soul grew under her careful guidance.  
I had been afraid of the awful presence of the river, which was the soul of the river.

Here is a vivid image from Antonio’s dream in Chapter Nueve:
I cried into the bleak landscape in which I found myself. And in the swirling 
smoke a flash of lightning struck and out of the thunder a dark figure stepped 
forth.

Anaya also uses similes throughout his novel: 
A man’s destiny must unfold itself like a flower, with only the sun and the earth 
and water making it blossom.

Discussion Activities
In class, discuss the following questions: What does “groaning earth” convey? How might a 
curandera view our relationship to the land? Why would Anaya choose to portray the world 
with human traits? 

 

Writing Exercise
Ask students to search the chapters they have read for vivid images. Have them write a 
paragraph using personification, simile, and metaphor to describe one of those images. Ask 
them to read their paragraphs aloud. Are there recurring examples of figurative language? 
What deeper meaning does this repetition suggest? 

Homework
Read Chapters Once, Doce, and Trece. Why does Antonio’s dream at the end of Chapter 
Once bring him peace? 
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Lesson Six

FOCUS:
Symbols

Symbols are persons, places, or things in a narrative that have significance 
beyond a literal understanding. The craft of storytelling depends on symbols 
to present ideas and point toward new meanings. Most frequently, a specific 
object will be used to refer to (or symbolize) a more abstract concept. 
The repeated appearance of an object suggests a non-literal, or figurative, 
meaning attached to the object. Symbols are often found in the book’s title, 
at the beginning and end of the story, within a profound action, or in the 
name or personality of a character. The life of a novel is perpetuated by 
generations of readers interpreting and reinterpreting the main symbols. 
By identifying and understanding symbols, readers can reveal new 
interpretations of the novel.

Discussion Activities and Writing Exercise
A symbol is a visible object or action that suggests additional meanings. Use this class 
period to analyze three major symbols in Bless Me, Ultima: the river, Ultima’s owl, and the 
Golden Carp. 

Ultima’s Owl

In many cuentos I had heard the owl was one of the disguises a bruja took, and so it struck 
a chord of fear in the heart to hear them hooting at night. But not Ultima’s owl.

Antonio dreams about Ultima’s owl the first night of its arrival. The owl cries its warning before 
Lupito’s death in Chapter Dos, it comforts Antonio on his first day of school in Chapter Seis, 
and it cries out to Antonio in Chapter Diez. In your students’ reading last night, the owl blinded 
Tenorio in one eye (Chapter Doce). After the novel’s violent climax, Antonio discovers the 
secret of the owl’s power. 

The River 
This mysterious river often figures in Antonio’s dreams. It also functions as the venue for 
a number of events in the story: Lupito falls in the river after his death, Florence drowns 
in the river, and Antonio sees the Golden Carp swimming in it. How does this element of 
nature symbolize Antonio’s fears? 

The Golden Carp

I could not believe its size. It was bigger than me! And bright orange! The sunlight glistened 
off his golden scales.

Anaya creates his own myth in the legend of the Golden Carp. Antonio believes the story 
but cannot reconcile it with his Catholicism, confessing, “The roots of everything I had ever 
believed in seemed shaken.” After he sees the carp’s beauty with his own eyes in Chapter 
Once, he wonders if a new religion can blend both the Golden Carp and Catholicism. 

Homework
Read Chapter Catorce. Despite the differences among the three symbols discussed in 
this lesson, how does Anaya use them in crucial moments of the plot to probe Antonio’s 
anxieties, doubts, and fears, and therefore develop his character?

??
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Lesson Seven

FOCUS: 
Chara cter 
Development 

??

??
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Novels trace the development of characters who encounter a series of 
challenges. Most characters contain a complex balance of virtues and vices. 
Internal and external forces require characters to question themselves, 
overcome fears, or reconsider dreams. The protagonist may undergo 
profound change. A close study of character development maps, in each 
character, the evolution of motivation, personality, and belief. The tension 
between a character’s strengths and weaknesses keeps the reader guessing 
about what might happen next and the protagonist’s eventual success or 
failure.

Bless Me, Ultima begins with Antonio wondering what he will become, 
after he dreams about his birth and the fight over his future. The hopes 
that others have for him send him rushing out of the house: “I felt a cool 
sweat on my forehead and I knew I had to run, I had to clear my mind 
of the dream.… The white sun and the fresh air cleansed me.” We, too, 
wonder what will become of Antonio as we read the novel, and the plot of 
this book is the story of his character’s evolution. 

Discussion Activities
Chapter Catorce highlights Antonio’s place among various men in the novel. Discuss how 
his relationship to these three characters changes in this chapter:

Andrew 
Has Andrew become an antagonist for Antonio at this point? How does Andrew fail Antonio, 
or stand in his way, at a moment of crisis? 

Narciso
How does our perception of Narciso change in this chapter? How does his death affect 
Antonio? What kind of hero has Narciso become? 

Tenorio
Tenorio has become a much more prominent antagonist in the novel. Why is he so driven by 
his vow of revenge? What causes him to suffer? Are there any parallels between Tenorio’s 
and Antonio’s grief, or do they suffer for different reasons? 

Writing Exercise
Return to Ultima’s earlier assertion that “the ways of men are strange, and hard to learn.” 
Ask students to write a paragraph that looks back at this question from the end of Chapter 
Catorce. What has Antonio learned since the beginning of the novel? Are any of the ways of 
men becoming less confusing to him? Are any becoming more confusing? 

Homework
Read Chapters Quince, Dieciséis, and Diecisiete. Review Handout Two as supplemental reading 
to the narration of Antonio’s first Communion. Ask students to consider the significance of this 
ceremony for Antonio.
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Lesson Eight

FOCUS:
The Plot 
Unfolds

The author crafts a plot structure to create expectations, increase suspense, 
and develop characters. The pacing of events can make a novel either 
predictable or riveting. Foreshadowing and flashbacks allow the author to 
defy the constraints of time. Sometimes an author can confound a simple 
plot by telling stories within stories. In a conventional work of fiction, the 
peak of the story’s conflict—the climax—is followed by the resolution, or 
denouement, in which the effects of that climactic action are presented.

The plot of Bless Me, Ultima unfolds episodically and the tension builds 
as the reader wonders how Tenorio’s attempts to avenge the death of his 
daughter will play out. Many events in the novel have a dramatic impact 
on Antonio. His initiation into the often cruel world of adults is marked 
by his furtive observation of Lupito’s murder, his first day of school, 
and his discovery of Andrew at Rosie’s house. By contrast, his summers 
with Ultima and on the farm form a rhythm of peace and happiness 
that counterbalances the discovery of awful truths. Antonio’s spiritual 
development is profoundly affected by the appearance of the Golden Carp, 
Ultima’s curing of his uncle, his first Communion, and Narciso’s request 
that Antonio hear his confession as he dies. 

Discussion Activities
Ask students to consider the events of the three chapters they just read. The death of 
Narciso affects Antonio profoundly, and the tension increases with this murder. Then the 
brothers return but leave quickly, this time taking Andrew with them. Antonio has been 
looking forward to his first Communion, but the ceremony leaves him feeling disappointed. 
Invite the class to discuss this series of events. What has changed after the murder of 
Narciso? Do we feel the novel building to a climax at this point? How does the class 
imagine that these conflicts and disappointments will be resolved in the end? 

Writing Exercise
A few events in the novel occur more than once. Examples of these patterns include 
Antonio’s dreams, Ultima’s healing rituals, Antonio’s direct encounters with death, and the 
arrival and departure of summer. Have students select one of these repeating events and 
write a paragraph that compares and contrasts two or three instances. 

Homework
Read Chapters Dieciocho, Diecinueve, and Veinte. Why might the boys insist that Antonio 
play the priest? 
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Lesson Nine

FOCUS:
Themes of  
the Novel 

Themes are the central, recurring subjects of a novel. As characters grapple 
with circumstances such as racism, class, or unrequited love, profound 
questions will arise in the reader’s mind about human life, social pressures, 
and societal expectations. Classic themes include intellectual freedom versus 
censorship, the relationship between one’s personal moral code and larger 
political justice, and spiritual faith versus rational considerations. A novel 
often reconsiders these age-old debates by presenting them in new contexts 
or from new points of view. 

Discussion Activities and Writing Exercises
Use the following questions to stimulate discussion or provide writing exercises in order to 
interpret the novel. Using references to support ideas, explore the ideas Bless Me, Ultima 
suggests about the following:

Innocence and Knowledge
Antonio wonders about the nature of innocence, and how knowledge affects it. He 
recognizes that knowledge is a form of power:

I wondered if the knowledge I sought would destroy me. But it couldn’t,  
it was God’s knowledge— 
 Did we ask too much when we asked to share His knowledge?

Is it better to be innocent or to have knowledge, if comprehension of death, misery, 
revenge, and anger leads to pain? Is ignorance bliss, or is it misery? 

Nature
Antonio is powerfully affected by the natural landscape. His emotions are linked to the sky 
and the weather, a poetic technique known as pathetic fallacy. What do certain symbols 
in nature (the river, the juniper tree, and the farm) suggest about our relation to the natural 
world? Does nature seem like a cruel, benevolent, or indifferent force? How does respect or 
irreverence for nature contribute to human feelings, and how does this emerge in the story? 

Language and Identity
Why does Antonio believe that words are magic? What roles do curses, vows, 
confessions, and prayers play in the lives of these characters, and in our ability to cope 
with suffering? How does language provide comic relief, as in the Christmas play? 
What does the novel’s use of Spanish help us to understand about the characters, and 
Antonio’s identity among them? 

Homework
Finish reading the novel, Chapters Veintiuno and Veintidós. Where does the end of the novel 
leave Antonio? What has he learned? How has he grown older or wiser through the course 
of these events? 
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Lesson Ten

FOCUS: 
What Makes  
a Book Great?

Great stories articulate and explore the mysteries of our daily lives in the 
larger context of the human struggle. The writer’s voice, style, and use of 
language inform the plot, characters, and themes. By creating opportunities 
to learn, imagine, and reflect, a great novel is a work of art that affects 
many generations of readers, changes lives, challenges assumptions, and 
breaks new ground.

Discussion Activities
Ask students to make a list of the characteristics of a great book. Put these on the board. 
What elevates a novel to greatness? Then ask them to discuss, within groups, other books 
they know that include some of the same characteristics. Do any of these books remind 
them of Bless Me, Ultima? 

A great writer can be the voice of a generation. What kind of voice does Anaya create 
through Antonio? What does this voice tell us about the concerns and dreams of children 
and adolescents? What does this voice tell us about the concerns and dreams of 
immigrants and first-generation Americans? 

Divide the class into groups and have each one choose the most important theme of the 
novel. Have a spokesperson from each explain the group’s decision. Write these themes on 
the board. Do all the groups agree? 

Writing Exercise
Select one or two things that have changed between the beginning and end of the novel. 
For example, students could choose a character, a conflict, or our understanding of a 
particular theme. Have them write a paragraph that discusses how and why this has 
changed over time, and then discuss what they think the significance of this change might 
be for Antonio and for the reader. 

Homework
Students should work on their essays. See the Essay Topics. For additional questions, 
see the Reader’s Guide Discussion Questions. Turn in outlines and/or rough drafts for the 
next class. 

http://neabigread.org/books/blessmeultima/teachers-guide/essay-topics/
http://neabigread.org/books/blessmeultima/readers-guide/discussion-questions/
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New Mexican Catholicism

Throughout Bless Me, Ultima, Antonio, a devout 
Catholic boy, contemplates life as a priest. While 
regularly praying, he begins his formal religious 
training in preparation for his first Communion. 
The Catholic faith, with its intricate doctrine and 
practices, plays an integral role in Antonio’s story. 

One of the largest and oldest institutions in the 
world, the Roman Catholic Church dates to Peter 
the Apostle in the first century AD. According to 
the gospels, Jesus entrusted Peter with the “keys 
of the kingdom” and gave him special authority 
to govern the Church. At the end of the fifteenth 
century, Pope Alexander VI issued a series of papal 
bulls, or letters, concerning the conversion of the 
people of the Americas from their native religions  
to Catholicism. 

In what would later become Mexico and the 
southwestern United States, Spanish priests of 
the Franciscan Order established missions in 
the sixteenth century to spread the teachings of 
the Catholic Church to the indigenous peoples. 
While many of the native peoples converted, 
they maintained some of their ancient beliefs. 
Native practices would come to intermingle with 
Catholicism. 

The Church grants special authority to the pope, his 
bishops, and their priests, since they belong to the 
legacy of Jesus’s apostles. Catholicism is based on the 
belief in the Holy Trinity: the Father (God), the Son 
(Jesus), and the Holy Spirit. The Holy Trinity is the 
central mystery of the Christian faith. 

Catholics believe in Seven Sacraments, viewing 
them as signs of grace and gifts of God. The 
Sacraments parallel the phases of life: birth, 
adolescence, marriage, and preparation for death. 
In Catholicism they are Baptism, Reconciliation 

(Confession), Eucharist, Confirmation, Holy 
Orders, Matrimony, and Anointing of the Sick. A 
young person is initiated into the Catholic Church 
through Baptism, usually in infancy, which absolves 
one of original sin. Children at age seven or eight 
participate in their first Communion, where they 
receive the Eucharist for the first time. In the 
Eucharist, the body and blood of Jesus Christ are 
present in the forms of consecrated bread and wine, 
which Catholics eat and drink during Communion 
at Mass. In adolescence, a Catholic is “confirmed” 
by willfully accepting the Catholic faith and its 
traditions and rituals. As a young Catholic matures, 
it is important to demonstrate moral fortitude and 
commitment to Catholic ideals by doing good 
works. A strong faith means not only understanding 
the religious tenets of Catholicism but also acting to 
reflect those beliefs. 

Antonio, as he learns more about his faith, questions 
what these tenets mean. He is further challenged by 
what appears to be supernatural—the Golden Carp, 
Ultima’s owl, and Tenorio’s daughters. Still, we see 
the Sacraments infused into Bless Me, Ultima when 
Antonio devotes himself to attending catechism and 
preparing for his first Communion. 

Prior to receiving this sacrament he must take 
part in Reconciliation, where he confesses his sins, 
is absolved by the priest, and does penance. On 
several occasions in the novel Antonio becomes 
a surrogate priest, “absolving” the sins of Narciso 
and playing priest to the children in his class. He 
later participates in his first Communion, where he 
receives the Eucharist. Antonio’s spiritual maturity is 
hastened both by the tragic events he witnesses and 
the supernatural elements to which he is exposed.

HANDOUT ONE
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The Spanish Language and the Magic of Words

Language plays an important role in Antonio’s 
life. As he learns to read and write in school, he 
comes to believe that language has magic: “There 
was magic in the letters, and I had been eager to 
learn the secret.” The magic they promise is that of 
wisdom and knowledge, and Antonio hopes that 
words will reveal to him the mysteries of the world 
beyond his narrow experience and help shepherd 
his quest for understanding. 

Antonio must operate in two linguistic worlds. 
Spanish is the language of his home and family, as 
well as his early understanding of religion, nature, 
and identity. But when he goes to school, the 
teacher calls him Anthony instead of Antonio. He 
must learn to speak, read, and write in English. 
This language barrier makes him feel alienated 
and lonely at first, until he makes friends with the 
other Spanish-speaking boys. For Antonio, English 
represents the larger American world, full of both 
excitement and confusion. 

The many instances of Spanish vocabulary and 
dialogue in the novel illustrate the blending of two 
languages in Antonio’s life. Anaya’s use of Spanish 
alongside English helps to define certain characters 
and emphasize certain ideas and expressions which 
defy translation. For readers who do not speak 
Spanish, the foreign dialogue can make reading 
the novel confusing or obscure, creating the same 
feelings of alienation that Antonio feels when he is 
introduced to English at school. 

A Spanish Glossary

abuelo: grandfather

arroyo: stream or brook

Ave María Purísima: a prayer meaning, “Hail,  
purest Mary”

bruja: witch 

chango: common term used to describe a young 
boy, as in “pal” or “buddy” 

¡Chinga tu madre!: a curse meaning, “Damn  
your mother!”

curandera: spiritual healer who uses herbs and 
traditional healing techniques—inherited from the 
Indian cultures of Mesoamerica

el Diablo: the Devil

encanto: charm, spell, or enchantment

La Grande: a title of respect granted to Ultima, 
meaning “The Great Lady”

hechicera: sorceress 

hijo / hijos / hijitos: son / children / little children

el hombre volador: the flying man

el llano: the open plain, a flat land used for raising 
cattle and keeping horses 

la luna: the moon

el mar: the sea (the name Márez derives from  
this word)

¡Madre de Dios!: Mother of God!

¡Mira!: Look!

muerte: death

una mujer: a woman

pecado: sin 

¿Qué pasa aquí?: What’s going on here?

suerte: fate, destiny, chance, fortune, or luck

Te voy a mater: I will see you die

la tristesa de la vida: the sorrow of life

la vieja: the old woman
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The Land of Enchantment

For centuries New Mexico, known as the Land 
of Enchantment, has drawn travelers and settlers 
from all directions. The cultures of Native 
Americans and Spanish Catholics who arrived in 
the sixteenth century often conflicted. Later, this 
clash of cultures was further complicated by the 
introduction of Anglos, who journeyed west after 
New Mexico became an American territory in 
1850. Although these disparate peoples inevitably 
adopted new ways of living from each other, they 
also struggled, sometimes violently, to protect their 
freedom, language, and sovereign traditions. They 
often fought over land and religion. At other times, 
the native, Spanish, and Anglo peoples coexisted 
peacefully and harmoniously. 

Indigenous peoples have been living in the 
Southwest for thousands of years. The Pueblo 
Indians of northern New Mexico settled in villages 
of small stone dwellings in what we now call the 
Four Corners region (where Arizona, New Mexico, 
Colorado, and Utah converge). The people in 
these villages irrigated the land, tended crops, 
raised fowl, made pottery and woven baskets, and 
fashioned sophisticated tools from stone. Their 
lives and art were intimately connected with the 
seasons and resources of the land. The Navajo 
people traveled along trade routes, exchanging 
maize and cotton for bison and other materials. 
The Navajo believe that life itself is connected to 
the land, and that a balance between earth, sky, 
and spiritual people is the source of life. All living 
things share a common connection among their 
inner spirit, and this connection gives order to the 
world. 

The freedom to roam the land is an aspect 
essential to their well-being, and an expression 
of their reverence for the land as a sacred being 

underscores the independence of the Navajo 
people, who retained much of their culture after 
the arrival of the conquistadors. When the Spanish 
brought sheep and horses up from Mexico, the 
Navajo people quickly adopted them for their 
own purposes. The ranchers and nomadic tribes 
came to share a love and respect for horses and 
the open land, the llano. We see this balance of 
independence and respect for the land among 
the Spanish vaqueros, the cowboys whose legacy 
of tough-willed independence survives in our 
imaginations today. 

From the native peoples the Spanish adopted the 
curandera, a spiritual healer who uses herbs and 
plants to cure the sick. The curandera preserves 
ancient traditions handed down from one 
generation to the next through personal teaching 
and oral tradition. The curandera is a kind of 
shaman, a person of insight and sensitivity who 
learns the healing arts from a master teacher, often 
a relative or a distinguished person of wisdom and 
age in the community. Rituals include steeping 
herbs in water to prepare special teas and mashing 
herbs into a compress to heal wounds. Because 
the Spanish adopted these healing traditions 
from the Native Americans, the curandera also 
represents the point of intersection where culture 
was exchanged and shared by people of different 
religions. From their indigenous ancestors, New 
Mexicans inherited not only a reverence for the 
great spirit that unites all living things on earth 
but also a desire to know this spirit intimately. The 
work of the curandera acknowledges the spiritual 
connections among plants, earth, people, and 
dreams, weaving a tapestry of mystery and sacred 
magic that remains important to New Mexicans to 
this day. 
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